
Mentoring by Professional Services - Partner with an expert who
has deep experience in user cases in the VSA.

Benchmarking & Best Practices - Examine potential technical
problems and the business impacts of non-optimal usage. 

Enhancing Automation - Through policy management and agent
procedures, reduce operating costs by automating routine tasks.

Reducing Need for Support - By tackling issues through education,
get ahead of issues before you need to contact our Support team. 

Use Case Assistance & Planning - You know your business inside
out. Combine that with our expertise on how to satisfy every use
case and you'll ensure your successes carry on to the long-term.

Better Value - Achieve faster time-to-value through roadmap-
informed insights, 1:1 monthly consultations, a 150-point VSA
audit, and access to our 40-hour eLearning module and
certification.

Want to get the maximum potential out of your VSA investment?
Unlock all the value your VSA can provide by mentoring with a
trusted Kaseya expert. With our years of experience leading the
automation channel, let us help you reach its full potential. Our
Manage360 program provides best-in-class, white-glove support to
help you take your VSA to the next level.

VSA
MANAGE360

TAKE VSA TO ITS FULL POTENTIAL

Impact

Level of Effort

Manage360 offers a personal trainer for your VSA. We pair you with
a dedicated Kaseya champion who understands your specific goals
and will help you craft a tailored roadmap with your business
outcomes in mind.

Our experts develop custom goals with you and works together with
you to ensure each one is met. With Manage360 , receive white-
glove level support and drastically reduce your time-to-value and
missteps, giving you more value from your VSA faster than ever! 

WHY MANAGE360?

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS

Spend more time optimizing and
less time troubleshooting
Improve your reporting for better
business decisions
Deepening your environmental
visibility
Tangible productivity
improvements each month
Mentor with leaders in the
automation channel and get hands-
on training

VSA Benchmark Review

Customized Heat Map

Tailored Roadmap & Action
Plan

Monthly sessions with a VSA
expert

Access to our Kaseya Certified
Administrator (KCA) program

A PERSONAL TRAINER FOR YOUR VSA

WHAT'S INCLUDED
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